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Dean Revie\Vs Criteria
In Graduate Progran1s
For Possible Changes
Manuel Franco
The Graduate School is reviewing
current standards required for
faculty members to participate in
graduate activities such as teaching
graduate classes and sitting on
dissertation committees.
Many institutions have a separate
graduate faculty, says Graduate
School Dean Charlene McDermott,
but UNM has standards for faculty
members to take part in graduate
activities.
The Faculty Senate's Graduate
and Standards Committee and each
college graduate committees are
also participating in the review.
McDermott said she would
probably like to see "a tightening
of criteria" with the standards.
Under the present system, a
faculty member interested in taking
part in graduate activities applies
first to his or her department or
college.
If approved, the application then
goes to the Graduate Studies dean
and then to the UNM Board of
Regents.
McDermott says what she looks
at in considering applications is
"relevent professional or practical
experience, quality of research,
quality of teaching •.. and the
ability to function in an advisory
way."
The graduate dean and the
Regents usually approve applications once they have been
approved by the department or

college, McDermott says.
"The opinion of one's peers
count the most," she says.
Physics
and
Astronomy
professor James Finley, a member
of the Graduate and Standards
Committee, says that the standards
have been discussed but have not
yet formally come before the
committee.
The committee is not scheduled
to meet again until Oct. 2, Finley
says.
The present standards are "not
too clear," Finley says, and he said
he hopes the committee will finish
considering the standards by the
beginning of next year.
There are three types of approval
a professor may obtain, Finley
says.
He says that with "regular approval" a professor is able to teach
graduate classes, direct graduate
research and take part in other
graduate activities with the approval of only his of her department.
"Continuing special approval"
allows faculty members to teach a
specific course or courses and sit
on, but not chair, dissertation
committees, Finley says.
"Limited special approval"
allows faculty members to teach a
specific course for only one
semester, Finley says.
Finley says consideration of the
standards ''is a prennenial thing;"
and will probably be given first to a
subcommittee for consideration.
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to the board.
The others are closed either due
to a lack of witnesses to the crime,
the credibility of a witness, or
conflicting statements from more
than one witness, he said.
Responding to a question by Lt.
Gov. Roberto Mondragon, Fiorina
said in some instances inmate
witnesses have changed their minds
about testifying for the state,
leaving
the
case
"not
prosecutable."
Thirty-three inmates died during
the bloody 36-hour, Feb. 2 and 3,
1980 uprising, and dozens more
were injured.
The state has successfully
prosecuted its first riot-related case
and others are scheduled to begin
later this month and thereafter.
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Tax Advice Offered by UNM Club
The University of New Mexico
Association
of
Accounting
Students is a campus organization
that spends much of its time placing
its members in jobs, providing
income tax assistance and hosting
accounting-oriented lectures.
The association, which offers its
services primarily for Anderson
School of Management students,
usually spends the fall semester
each year on activities related to the
hiring of its members.

14 Prison Death Cases Closed
SANTA FE - Fourteen cases
relating to the 33 deaths during the
deadly February 1980 prison riot
are closed or in limbo, the head of
the Office of Special Prosecutions,
said Monday.
Tom Fiorina, addressing the
State Board of Finance during its
regular monthly meeting, said the
14 cases will remain closed unless
new information arises that would
convince his office to re-open them.
Of the 14 closed cases, Fiorina
said, four of them involve inmates
who died of smoke inhalation.
''The Office of Special
Prosecutions is at present without
any information which can connect
the initiators of the fires which
directly caused these four deaths,li
he said in a special six-page report

.

Protest p1cketmg contmued m front of UNM-BCMC Hospital yesterday by members of Carpenter's
Union Loca/2370. {From leh) Rubin Chavez, Mel Outhlefs and Rita Juarros carry signs after wt~rk. "It's
like we're (administration and union WOI'kers) are speaking two languages and there is no translator,,
Outhlefs said.

To date, the Office of Special
Prosecutions has presented 11
separate murder cases to the Santa
Fe grand jury, and received indictments against 34 named
defendants, Fiorina said. Those 34
indictments
represent 24 individuals, he said.
The office also has presented
evidence in two other murder cases
but has not yet received indictments
for them, and is presently working
on two other murder cases, he said.
Additionally, four other cases are
being investigated ''for prosecutrial
determination," he said.
That accounts for 19 of the riot
deaths, Fiorina said. Excluding the
four smoke-inhalation cases leaves
10 other cases that are presently
non-prosecutable, he said.

This is done primarily by attending open houses held at local
accounting firms, says Brad Preber,
association president.
The association has already
attended two open houses and has
five more planned.

But now the association has 80 to
100 "very active" members, Preber
said.
"Now, firms are very impressed
with us," Preber said. Being an
association member "will now
carry more clout on a resume."
"Accountants are needed real
badly right now," Preber said.

Preber said he hopes to have
about 10 open houses this semester
"We're more beneficial than
because they are "good for preinterviews" which can lead to a job. other ASM (Anderson School of
. .
. .
.
Management) clubs because we
The assoctatton,. whtch ts open to Offer more career opportunities, ••
an~ ~S~
student, . currently • Preber said.
mamtams 1tself through tts $5 per
Preber said the association will
semester membership fee, Preber
soon be asking for funds from the
said.
ASUNM Senate because "the
Another part of the association's Career Fair is large enough to
hiring activities is the annual justify it," and for its speakers
Accounting Career Fair, which this program in the spring.
year had the participation of 23
Along with the speakers
accounting firms and professional
organizations from around the program, the spring semester is
country. More than 200 students when the association participates in
an income tax assistance program,
· attended this year's fair.
Preber said.
Preber said of this year's fair,
Among the activiiies planned by
"As far as I know, it's the largest
the
association is playing host to a
one in the city."
meeting of the American Society of
~<Two
years ago it (the Women Accountants on Oct. 21 at
assocjation) faded,u Preber said.
which the legal aspects of accounting will be discussed, Preber
At one time the fair had only six said.
participating firms and only 60 to
70 students attended the fair,
The association's office is in
Preber said. The association had room 108B in the ASM student
about 25 to 50 members; and "the lounge. Information can also be
ones who . came were apathetic;" obtained by contacting ASM
Preber said.
Professor PerryMori at 277-4215.

Whisenant Case Complicated by Other Coaches
Greg Lay
John Whisenant spent the day
Monday recalling the 1978
basketball season during his fraud
trial in District Court here.
Whisenant, a former assistant
coach at the University of New
Mexico, is accused of cheating the
university out of $2644 during his
seven years of ,employment. He
took the witness 'stand in his own
behalf last Friday, and remained
there through Monday afternoon,
being questioned by his lawyer,
former Bernalillo CountY District
Attorney James Brandenburg.
Piles of documents introduced bv

the
prosecution are being
methodically examined by the
defense, and explained by
Whisenant, who frequently speaks
directly to the jury.
Most of his explanations of
discrepancies in out-of-state travel
requests and subsequent payment
vouchers have been that his travel
plans changed; but that while th.e
dates of travel do not strictly agree
with the paperwork, the money he·
was reimbursed was always actually
spent by him on travel for the UNM
team.
ihe case is complicated by the
fact that Whise1H1rtt is a pilot, and

frequently new his own plane on
recruiting trips. To document the
costs, he would present a ticket
front Bolack Travel Agency for a
similar trip on a commercial airline.
It is further complicated by the
fact that several assistant basketball
coaches at UNM, including
recently-convicted Manny Goldstein, were penrtitted to use
Whisenant's telephone credit card,
castii1g question on the validity of
credit card calls to prove that
Whisenant actually took some of
the trips in question.
But the former coach has con·
fidently
i11sisted
that
the

whereabouts of the other coaches
during the times in question can be
easily documented, and that none
of them could have made the phone
calls that are part of his case.
The tdal began September IS,
and the prosecution that has
already gained convictions against
ex-coaches Norm Ellenberger and
Goldstein rested its case last week.
Defense testimony will continue
today.
In
testimony
Monday,
Whisenant said travel requests were
often subject to late changes and
verbal approval, and that vouchers
were frequently not filed until many

days or weeks after a trip. He
acknowledged he could .have taken
time to re-file correct versions; but
said it was accepted practice to let
original paperwork stand.
"1 wish I had done it now," he
admitted, smiting. ''But I didn;t
know then I; d be indicted for it.''
Brandenburg said Whisenant
could expect another half hour on
the stand today before the
prosecution
begins
cross~
examination, Then the defense
plans to introduce witnesses to
swear Whisenant took the trips in
question, according to Brandenburg,
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World News

Advisement Center Branches Out;
Satellite Center Offers Counseling

by United Press International

O'Connor Confirmed by Senate as First Woman Justice
WASHINGTON - The Senate
voted unanimously Monday to
confirm Sandra Day O'Connor as
the nation's first woman justice of
the Supreme Court in a vote hailed
as a turning point in U.S, political
history,
The vote was 99-0. Sen. Max
13aucus, D-Mont., was the only
absentee.
Cautioned
against
any
demonstration,
spectators
thronging the Senate gallery kept
silent during the 20-minute roll call
and the announcement of the
outcome.
"I'm absolutely overjoyed with
the expression of support from the
Senate and my hope is that 10 years
from now, after I've been across
the street at work for awhile, they
will feel glad they gave me the
wonderful vote they did today,"
O'Connor said.

President
Reagan
promptly
issued a statement saying, "This is
truly a happy and historic day for
America." Reagan also expressed
his gratitude for the unanimous
vote,
O'Connor
is
tentatively
scheduled to be sworn in Friday and
will sit on the bench when the high
court opens its 1981-82 term Oct. 5.
After a one-sided bipartisan
debate that amounted to little more
than a series of !auditory speeches
favoring the Arizona appeals court
judge's nomination, Republican
leader Howard Baker declared it "a
rare historic day that graces all
branches of government."
"We have finally reached a point
in the history of the United States
where gender is not a con"
sideration," said Democratic leader
Robert Byrd.

confirmation," Me.tzenbaum said.
"It will indicate the Senate did not
yield to pressures of the New
Right."
"Single issue politics has no place
in the solemn responsibilitY of the
Senate to advise and consent to
The abortion issue, which flared appointments to the Supreme Court
up as soon as President Reagan or any other federal court,"
announced her nomination and Kennedy said.
which dominated her confirmation
The debate took place in a nearly
hearings in the Senate Judiciary
Committee, also cast its shadow empty chamber with visitors'
galleries seldom half full. It was
over the debate.
interspersed with token quorum
Sens. Edward Kennedy, D- calls made when no senator was on
Mass,, and Howard Metzenbaum, hand to make a speech.
D-Ohio, said they differ with
Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S,C.,
O'Connor on many issues but
readily endorsed her because of her who chaired the hearings on
qualifications of experience, in- O'Connor's confirmation, took
telligence and judicial tem- advantage of a lull to bring to the
press gallery news that doubtful
perament,
"I hope that today there won't be Republicans had fallen into line.
Thurmond gave the first public
a single vote cast against her

O'Connor, 51, was hailed by
both parties as a )egal scholar with
judicial temperament. She is a
former state senate Republican
leader who will be sworn in at the
Supreme Court Friday.

NEW YORK - The stock
market rebounded Monday as
investors reacted to a drop in the
prime lending rate.• Trading was
light.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, down nearly 3 1/2
points early in the day following
a 36.62 point drop to a 16month low last week, gained
10.37 points to 846.56.
The New York Stock
Exchange index gained 0.44 to
67.71, and the price of an
average share increased 19 cents.

Advances narrowly edged
declines 778-714 among the 1870
issues traded.
Big Board volume totaled
44.57 million shares compared
with 47.35 million traded
Friday.
The Dow, which hit its lowest
level Friday since it dipped to
831.06 May 21, 1980, began a
rebound after Chase Manhattan
Bank lowered the prime rate on
loans to its best corporate
customers a half point to 19 1/2
percent.

In Thurmond's view, his committee's 17-0 vote for O'Connor
was "a highly favorable recommendation," and demonstrated she
is "extraordinarily qualified." He
said he found her "honest, uncorruptible, fair" and "a person of
compassion,"
Denton, protesting O'Connor's
refusal to comment on the Supreme
Court's 1973 decision that abor.
tions are constitutional, sent
Reagan word he wanted more
reassurance. It was learned Reagan
telephoned Denton last Thursday.

Air Force Jet Crash Kills 7;
Cause of Accident Unknown

Stock Market Report
The
American
Stock
Exchange common stock index
rose 0.46 to 300.79 and the price
of an average share increased 3
cents. Declines topped advances
332-272 among the 787 issues
traded at 4 p.m. Composite
volume at that time totaled 5.54
million shares compared with
6.34 million traded Friday.
Sunbeam Corp. was the most
active NYSE-listed issue, up 8
3/4 to 30.
On the Amex, Dome
Petroleum headed the active list.

INDIAN
SPRINGS
AIR
FORCE BASE, Nev. - An Air
Force cargo plane taking part in
night war games crashed and exploded in flames in the Nevada
desert Monday, killing seven men
and injuring 61 others.
Smoke grenades, flares and
possibly fuel tanks caught fire on
impact, setting off a series of
smaller explosions that rattled
windows in the quiet desert
community of Indian Springs.
Air Force Col. Mike Wallace said
the bodies of seven victims were
recovered.

Wallace said 41 men treated for
minor injuries at Nellis Air Force
Base Hospital were flown back to
their home base at Fort Lewis,
Wash. Twenty men, mostly suffering from broken bones and cuts,
were admitted to the hospital.
"The plane was on a final approach and went down short of the
airfield," Wallace said. "The
materials aboard ignited as a result
of the crash."
ll was expected to take a board of
quali fled examiners four to six
weeks to determine the cause of the
accident.

The ASUNM FILM COMMITIEE
Presents
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Films of Andrew Noren
Tonight 8:00 p.m.
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The 1980-81 annual report on the
advisement center said the program
Three days a week, Sharon serves not only military personnel
Donahue and Polly Park, academic but also their dependents and
counselors for the College of Arts civilian employees who choose to
and Sciences, leave for a typical use the service,
ln addition to recruiting and
day's work of counseling University
counseling,. Donahue and Park
of New Mexico students.
But those three days involve one handle the entire registration
big difference.
procedure on the base, Donahue
said,
Instead of going to the adBy using that extra convenience,
visement center on the second floor the Kirtland students need not come
of Ortega Hall, they go to the to the UNM campus until classes
center's "satellite" branch - on actually start, she said,
Kirtland Air Force Base.
The report said that for the
Donahue said (he counseling spring and summer semesters of
program at Kirtland was launched I 981, Donahue saw about 500
in October, 1979, by fanner Arts persons, registered 150 students for
and Sciences counselor Kelli 400 courses and processed 30
add/drop/withdrawal transactons.
Livermore.
Donahue said she began adDr. Julian White, director of the
ministering the program 14 months advisement center, said the
ago.
program has "mushroomed" in the
"The program was initially last year.
intended as a recruiting technique,"
"If the amount of work we did
before this semester's classes
Donahue said.
"Eight other universities and started is any indication, the
colleges besides UNM have program will keep on growing," he
recruiting and teaching progarams said.
at Kirtland,
Donahue said most of the
"UNM wanted to compete with students start out on non-degree.
them,'' she said_
status.

Balloon Books Displayed
Gretthen Paslay
A collection of books on the
history and technique of ballooning
is on display in the special
collections department at Zimmerman Library.
"The availability of books in the
ballooning field is getting scarce,"
said Donald Farren, head of special
collections.
The collection contains about 100
books, assembled by rare-book
dealer Jack Rittenhouse, with
publications dating as early as 1783,
The collection includes the first
printed book on manned balloon
flights,
the
four
major

"If they're pretty sure they will

remain in Albuquerque for a while,
maybe 50 percent change over to
·
degree status," she said,
Almost all the Kirtland students
enroll part-time, averaging about
seven hours a semester, Donahue
said"The enlisted men usually enroll
in freshman-level courses.
"The officers enroll in graduate
programs, usually in physics,
engineering or guidance and
counseling," she said,
Donahue said she and Park have
had problems finding a permanent
office on the base.
She said preference is given to
those universities that hold classes
on base.
She said the paperwork processed
during the heavy registration
months, usually two months before
a semester starts, turns the program
into full-time job for her.
Because of the extra work involved, the advisement center on
campus is sometimes left shorthanded, she said.

People interested in seeing the
collection should do so soon
because it will not be exhibited for
long, Farren said, although h~ was
unable to give exact dates for the
exhibit.

Energy Options and /he Environment is the topic of a colloquium
scheduled for Sept, 22 at 4 p.m. in room ]22 of Northrop Hall
(Geology Building),
The sp7ake~ will be Dr. W .S. Fyfe from the department of geology
at the Umvers1ty of Western Ontario.
A. second colloquium entitled Hydrosphere-Crust Interaction will
be giVen on Sept, 23 alii a.m. in room 116 of Northrop Hall.
The colloquiums are cosponsored by UNM and Sandia
Laboratories,

Bike Race Set; Awards To Be Given
A 22.6 mile ~i~~ rae~ sponsored by the University of New Mexico
lntra~urals DIVIsiOn IS scheduled for Sept. 27 beginning at the
Aladm Hotel, 13400 Central S.E.
.The second annual Lowenbrau race will follow a course along old
H1ghway 66 east of Albuquerque to North 14 and conclude at the
Golen Inn. T~e race wills tart at 8:30a.m. Check-in time is 7:30a.m.
.Nancy Wh1te, at; assistant coordinator in the intramurals office,
sa1d the entry fee 1s $4 for persons who sign up before Sept. 25 in
room 230 of Johnson Gym. A $5 fee will be charged for entrants on
the day of the race,
"We'l!,give .Low;nb~.au t-shirts .to the first 100 people who enter
the race, Wh1te sa1d, Awards Will be given to the first second and
third pla~e finishc;rs in each age category and form en and women."
More mformat1on about the race is available from White .in room
230 of Johnson Gym or by calling 277-5151.

Rodey Film Festival Presents Classic
lngmar Bergman's 1967 Persona is scheduled to be presented this
month by the Rodey Film Festival.
Persona is set for Sept. 27 in Rodey Theatre, south of UNM's Fine
Arts Museum, at 7:30p.m.
Admission is $2. Members of La Societe du Cinema are admitted
free of charge.

lip

bibliographies on ballooning, by
Cresswell, Dickson, Gamble and
Tis sandier and technical studies and
military histories.
"Our collections are collected to
support the teaching and research
programs at the university, and
beyond that, to serve the community interest," Farren said.
The library hopes to acquire the
collection through donations, he
said.

Energy Topic Begins Colloquiums

~r'riee
Hispanic .1-:nglneerlnp; Or~anilltlon- Quick, short
mecling in the Old Lecture Hall; Wednesday, September 23 a1 7:00 p.m. Discuulon will ccmer on
Career 'fair actMties.
Alpha Phi Omega- A co·ed service organllatlon,
will meet Tbursday, September 24 a1 7:30 p.m. in
room 231·C of the SUD. The mecting is open to all
interested persons.
SAARD - "We Are the. Guinea Pigs"~ a b~:nilit
film showing a\:loUI. three Mile Island and the
Cnta_mophe of Nuclear Power, tonight at 7:00 p.m.
In room 250·0 und ·e. Admission ls a SI.SO, with all
ptocceds.&Qill& U) SAAR D.

_

Hlue ICe)· flonorary - Meeting for all nicillbers
Wednesday, September 23 at 7:00P.m. 1n room 147~
Ortega Hall.

"Wind Variations" and Part 2
"The Advehtutes of the Exquisite Corpse:
False Pretences"
Due to last week's shipment delay . , .
Tonight's admission is free.
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word that Sen. Jeremiah Denton,
R-Ala., who voted "present"
instead of "yes" on the committee's confirmation roll call,
would now vote in her favor.
Denton arrived too late to take part
in the lopsided debate.

Campus Briefs
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Invite Your Parents To:

.....

PARENTS

0

~

DAY
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Saturday, September 26, 1981
Registration

-----------------~-------~---------------------------------

8:31 . . 3:31 pm

Campus Tours

8:30 ·3:31pm
)

REGISTRATION: Send this form and your check to the Child Care Center, Mesa Vistn North, UNMj
All>uquctqlle, 87131. MEtke c:heck payable to Allltntli Homecoming Hun. ~ntry fee is $5. After Oct.
5Lll cntrey f~e ls:$6.

Open Houses 10:30 am - 1:00 pm
Various Colleges and Departments

Name-·~~--

Atldtc~s

-------CitY-·---

·~-Slate _ _ _ _ Zi~

---

Age a:~; or Oct. 10 "-·-- Mnle ___ Female _ _ ~ T~lclllmnc - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Wnhcr ofdaitn {rim<; I accomnntlY rcgimtltion)

in 'COil!iidcrntion or·thc nccepfancc of tht~ Chlr~·. I as~urnc run nnd C(ltnplctc i"C~)10i\sibility for all>' Injury or damage which tmly tltcllr
during the c~.oc11t (ln'>hilcl ·n:m nt lht p,rcnJI~c~ M the: event~ artd I \Valve nnd rchmsc nil claim.~ for any o;uch lnjttrY ordnntngc~gail\s!
all o,pott~or'i 1 r;romutcrs and other rcr!Son'> or cntitlC\;Wmdmcd \\ittlthc evcul, including claims arfsiitg from their negligence.

~ignaturc

1Htrcht 1 ~

sigtHttlltt ifmlnor

Special Events

9:00 am - 9:00 pm

Football Game

7:00 pm

(UNM vs United States Air Force Academy)
EVERYONE WELCOME!

AVOID THE RUSH!
Bi!iWo::htl!l'

A break from the noon sun is enjoyed by cvnthla Schooler vesterdav as she strivi!JS to finish six chemistry labs. She is thinking of
majoring in biologv or bio-medical engineering.
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Enter the Holllecomlng Parade NOW.
Forms available in the Alumni Office S.V .B. Rm. 200
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Letters
DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Matteucci Supported

'Ironic and Sad' Battle Possible
Things are getting hot in Poland.
The Polish prime minister has called emergency
sessions of his cabinet twice in the last few days.
Shortages of goods mean the Polish people may face
a long, hard winter. And behind the social unrest sits
the Solidarity labor union fighting for workers' rights
and political freedoms.
The Solidarity movement has strong support in the
United States. Americans have the tendency to back
any movement fighting for legitimate freedoms and clearly - the Polish union is fighting for rights we
consider inalienable.
Unfortunately, with this kind of support, President

Editor:

Reagan's itchy finger might find a trigger to pulL
Reagan believes the United States needs to provide a
show of strength to the Soviets and Poland could be
the perfect stage. The Polish struggle may become a
u.s. fight.
It I_'Vould be ironic if Reagan chose Poland as his
battleground. In essence, he would be fighting for a
labor union and Reagan's past actions have more than
proven to union members in the United States just
how he feels about their fight,
It would be ironic - and sad. If Reagan chases to.
send troops to Poland, Americans would die not for an
ideological cause but for a political move.

Recently, I was pleasantly surprised to hear that Bob Matteucci
was appointed Finance Committee Chairman in ASUNM. This
pleased me because he is one of the most receptive and responsive
senators that I know of. Bob's experience in the area of finance
makes him the most qualified and the best person for the job.
Bob is not only a good senator but he is a friend to all students. He
has never failed to help me every time I have been in need. I am glad
that Robert Matteucci is doing his job so well and this makes him a
victor in UN M politics.
Joe E. Musick Jr.

Letters

NHIT/3 HOIJS/3

5P!JkffSNOMAN
MUPFY IJ(?AN[)()N

One More Comment on That Ad
Editor:
The following is submitted in response to Mr.
Kern's letter printed in Forum, Sept. 16, 1981. I hope
you have room to print it , .. and also drop Mr.
Korn's projected Sept, 23 ad.
Thanks.
Not Sexist or Sexy; Just Sleazy
Mr. Kern's defense of his ad presents one of those
a rnusing spectacles of someone digging himself out of
one hole and into two more. No, I don't think the
Kaufman ad was sexist per se; though, as usual in this
genre, the woman Is the one getting pawed over. But,
Mr. Korn, your attitude towards the women's
movement seems clear from your remark "find more
meaningful causes." I wouldn't dare suggest the
women's movement is nearly as meaningful as making
money with sleazy ads but in my opinion (and in your

irritating condescending way, you did ask for our
opinions) the fact that some people see women as
more than good advertising copy is due to efforts of
people like the two you attack.
Second, the long justification that the ad was
merely sexy rather demeans us as students. I've been
to your store several times (and will probably go again
since you're cancelling the ad) and discovered decent
products, reasonably priced. You might be interested
to know that college students are more motivated by
that than your portrayal of yourself as some sort of
Frederick's of Army /Navy surplus. Behind all the hair
splitting, moralizing, and charges, the campaign
against sexism at bottom asks all of us to treat people
as free individuals with a broad range of motives,
interests and potentials. Your advertising policy could
certainly use some improved sense of standards.
Richard J. DeHaas

Not Ad, But Attitude O-f-fensive
'JJ •
Editor:
This is in response to the reply by Nathan Korn,
President of Kaufman's West, which appeared in the
Lobo on September 16, 1981.
I had intended to stay out to the controversy
because the advertisement in question, while offensive to me, didn't seem all that important.
However, Ms. Randolph and Ms. Harper-Rodriguez
raised some points that I felt deserved better consideration than Mr. Korn is apparently able to give.
Additionally, the philosophy he has expressed is cause
for concern.
Mr. Kern states, "we will freely admit that our ad
was designed to. be attention getting ... Our market
technique is no different than the million dollar
capaigns in national media ... That technique is one
of atracting attention by offering a tasteful but
provocative ad ... " Firstly, Mr. Kern, is your
product of such low quality that it requires sex to sell
it? Why can't you advertise its merits rather than try to
seduce your audience? Are you implying that college
students are unable to judge a product's worth on
merits alone: that sex is their sole motivation?
Secondly, Mr. Kern, by your admission that your
technique is the same used by national firms is an
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Offended? Yes I am. Not so much by your sexist
ads, as that is to be expected. But by your closing
comment that you hope the Women would find "more
meaningful causes to rally around ... " There can be
nc, greater cause than total equality for all races,
religions, ages, national heritages, physical abilities or
sexes. Your explanation is unacceptable. You're just
going to have to be more creative.
C. Jeffery Evans.

i'ACXY.

,...---,/

Editor:
I would like to add my voice to the "nay" side of whether the controversial Kaufman's camouflage ad belongs in the Lobo, Not only is it
sexist but it is promoting what has become the fashion of paramilitary chic.
There is nothing fashionable about warfare. Futhermore confusing
sexuality with the trappings of warfare is taking the whole concept of
militarism one step closer to the realm of sick. I realize that I am not going
to change any minds but I would like all you little would-be urban guerrillas
to give this letter some thought as you rush down to Kaufman's where
they sell "CAMOUFLAGE-WILD GAME."
Scott Walker

Reader Offers Angle to 'Sexist' Ad

Ad Still Offensive
Editor:
This is in response to Mr. Nathan Kern's letter which was published in

th~~.a~~~~:baseptmber 16 • 198 1.

As a segment of the academic community we are greatly offended by
Kaufman's West "Camoflauge - Wild Game" clothing ad, Since it is
easier to make change in one's own home before one seeks to change the
world, we would hope that your decision to change this ad would be based
on more humanistic reasons, rather than .for fear of offending the
·academic community.
We realize that a ·successful business depends on effective advertising.
We also realize that effective advertising does not have to include sexual
exploitation. Your claim that your advertising technique is no different
from that of the slick, Madison Avenue campaigns does not exonerate you
from tasteless and irresponsible advertising.
As to your claim that "both models are manifesting an interest in each
other", our question to you is why must sex be used to sell camoflauge
clothing or household cleaning products? Furthermore, having to contend
with the c.onfusion of what is sexy or sexist does a disservice to our
sensibilities. We, as. consumers, would appreciate the opportunity to
select our clothing without first having to consider Whether or not we are
attractive to the opposite sex.
As to your hope, Mr. Korn, that "Ms. Harper-Rodriquez and Ms.
Randolph will soon find more meaningful causes to rally around", this
issue of sexual e~ploitation, whether it be male or female, is becoming a
pervasive cause for both men and women. We know for a fact that all men
are not grapplers, neither are all women standing around as ''Wild game"
waiting to be bagged or, at best, felt up.
Stephanie cash
Ramona Lucero
Frances Lucero
Brent Siesser

Editor:
I am writing in response to the. advertisement placed by Kaufman's West
Army·Navy Goods. I, too, would like to complain. It showed a woman
standing in front of a man, and his arm around her. I found this very sexist.
Jim Teisher
Why wasn't he out front with her arm around him?
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I am shocked that the Lobo would print the
misinformation that it contained in the last Police Beat
column. The most dangerous way possible to make a
left turn by bicycle is by method described. rhe advocated maneuver requires the bicyclist to leave and
enter the normal traffic pattern - an action cited as
the cause of 29 percent of all bicycle/auto collisions.
Moreover, riding at the ''extreme right" edge particularly at intersections - is believed to be the
cause of 16 percent of all bicycle/auto collisions. At

Vets Hold Mayoral Forum
Mayoral candidates Marion
Cottrell, Harry Kinney and
Mayor David Rusk are
scheduled to appear at the
Student Veterans Association
mayoral forum tonight at the
University of New Mexico Child
Care Co-op at 7 p.m.
Mike Dougherty, association
president, said the forum will
lake place as part of the
association's regularly scheduled
meeting and the public is invited
to attend.

Dougherty said each .candidate will have 10 minutes to
speak to the group and then will
answer questions from the floor.
Other candidates were not
invited because the association
must leave the Co-op by 10
p.m., association workers said,
and there must also be enough
time for the association to hold
its regular meeting.
The co-op is located in the
basement of Mesa Vista Hall's
north wing.

Women's Center Talks Jobs
Students who want the "real
scoop" on the day-to·day routine in
the career they are diligently
studying for and those who are still
deciding which path to follow, may
be interested in a lecture series
being offered by the Women's
Center this semester.
Kathryn Brooks, director of the
Women's Center said, Career
Gazing in the '80s are seminars
which will invite professional
women from various careers for
panel discussions on the hardships
and growth opportunities of each
career.
"Oftentimes people pick a field
without having anY idea of what it
takes to get a job or what the work
is actually like," Brooks said.
The first panel discussion today,
Factors to Consider ill Choosing a
Career, will focus on the pitfalls
one should avoid when choosing a
career including "myths women
believe about working which hold

intersections a bicyclist should either ma.ke a normal
left turn or should decide that he or she is a pedestrian
and dismount, walking across In the crosswalks. Even
when making a right turn, a bicyclist should never be
at the "extreme" right at an intersection since this
invites collisions from right turning automobiles.
Riding as far to the right as "practicable" does not
always mean riding as_far to the right as possible; nor
does it mean riding in an unsafe manner, I suggest
that the writer of the Police Beat column take a course
in safe bicycling.
Robel t E. Tapscott

Sexist Ads Lead to Physical Abuses
Editor:
The Kaufman's ad controversy has raised some
important issues. One that particularly frustrates me is
the trivialization of wimmin's concern over being
exploited by the advertising industry. True, the
"132nd of a page of clutter" Gregor von Huene views
as insignificant is, of itself , a small matter. But, an
American is likely to perceive on some level of
awareness an estimated 15 billion such ads by the age
of 60. That's 15 billion messages that communicate
"wimmin are contemptible objects."

vertising's exploitation of wlmmin, at a national
conference of a religious organization. The film
concludes with images of bleeding, tortured and dead
wimmin used to advertise records, shoes, etc. In an
effort to understand the connection between the
relentless barage of sexual/violent advertising and
wimmin's lives, a program speaker asked after the film
was shown that all wimtnin ~tand who had suffered
physical abuse from a man. Fully 3/4 of the conference wimmin stood, Cruelty to wimmin is as
common as the common woman, and advertising
increasingly promotes such dehumanization.

first saw "Killing Us Softly," a film about ad-

Jiivanii Dent

True Story About Social Security

Lunch Ruined By Sabes Chavez

of I he edi!Qr and reflect! the editorial policy of the paper but

does not

Editor:

Editor;
A woman and her husband, in their late si~ties,
walked into the Universiy of New Mexico Hospital.
The two were dressed in old, out·of-fashion, clean
clothes. The lady had a paper bag for a purse. The
Editor:
man was bent over, hunched·back, from years of hard
In the space of 24 square inches James Chavez managed to exhibit his· work pulling a country of, by and for the people out of
racial arrogance, proclaim himself as part of the Second Coming, take a the last Depression. For decades of labor, they had.
traditional shot at New England and make me gag on my lunch. Nice work money taken from their family income for Social
Chavez- with objectivity like that you'll go far in journalism.
Security. For decades they paid into a system that
Jim Stuart promised them an assurance of some comfortability

Stephanie Dominguez
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admission of a sexist approach in that national ad·
vertising is clearly sexist. You only have to look at your
own examples for proof of this. Do national firms
attempt to sell household cleansers and cosmetics to
men? No. What about linens, cookery, children's
clothing? No. Of the numerous American Express
Company ads, how many feature women outside of
traditional roles? Very few. Thirdly, your national
tasteful but provocative syndrome. I'll give you
examples of national or regional ads and you tell me if
they are tasteful or provocative. Crazy George and Big
Cheese Pizza, Please don't squeeze the Charmine,
Southwestern. Airlines, Dash's talking washer·dryer,
etc. Tasteful? Hardly! Provocative? Not the ap·
propriate word I Offensive? Blatantly! What do you use
in your camouflage clothing that causes people to
desire one another the moment they put them on?

0/SMISS/30 SUCH
SPfECULAT!ON AS

Reader Equates Ad With Warfare

Police Beat Bad Bike Advice

when it came time for retirement. Now Reagan and
the ruling rich, who don't need social·security checks,
want to back out of the deal. They want to cheat the
people who set America back on its feet. There must
be millions who are going to suffer. Has this society
raised such a self-centered people who would look the
other way, not caring enough to come to their aid?
These people are too proud of an American dream
they helped come true, and too tired to speak out
against this injustice. Let them enjoy the fruits of their
labor. Who are we to rip them .off?
Elliott N. Jones

Engineering Boosts New Computer
Patrick Armijo
The VAX 11/780 is not a new
electronic game or a little pesky
robot in a new space film, it's a new
computer used by engineering
students,
The VAX, as it is called by Cleve
Moler, chairman of the Computer
Science Department, will allow
studer!IS easier interaction with a
computer and will allow students to
send and receive messages from
their professors through a tenninal.
The computer will point out
errors in programs and even try to
correct the errors if it can interpret
what the program is trying to ask
for, Moler said.

Sending messages through the
terminal effectively increases a
professor's office hours to anytime
them back," Brooks said,
There will also be a panel on students can gel to a VAX terminal.
·
Changing Careers and another on Moler said.
Handling Family and Career
Pressures.
Other panels will deal with
specific careers in health services,
blue collar jobs, technical fields, Desiree Thalley
science and engineering, the
business world and administration
Students who have trouble
careers.
deciding
what courses to take, what
Brooks said the fields selected
were those with the most job to declare as a major or what kinds
potential in New Mexico and those of jobs would be right for them,
which ate non-traditional jobs for need not feel they are alone.
The College of Arts and Sciences
women.
Advisement Center is offering two
No registration is required and interest tests designed to deal with
everyone is Welcome fo attend any those problerns, academic counor all of the presentations.
selor Polly Park, said.
The seminars will be held in the
The Strong-Campbell Interest
Women's Center at the corner of
Inventor
matches a person's
Yale and Las Lomas every Tuesday
personality to a career that may be
from 7 to 9 p.m.
of interest to him or her, Park said.
The scrninars, Which continue
The Interest Inventory deterthrough Nov. 17, are also spon· mines a student's overall ocsorcd by the UNM Career Planning cupational type, the interests and
and Placement Center and the aversions unique to that student
YWCA Wornen's Resource Center. and the student's degree of

The VAX uses terminals more
efficiently than the IBM 3031, the
main computer used in the
Engineering College, he said.
VAX is more efficient on terminals because the computer uses
UNIX as an operating system, or
the top level control language of the
computer, Moler said.
He said, UNIX was designed for
terminals while other operationg
systems were just modified 'from
card punching to use in termin~ls.
The VAX l 11780 was bought by
UNM on the recommendation of
the College of Engineering , the
Computer Science Department and
the Office of Computer Services
and Information Systems (Computing. Center).
The VAX was recommended
because it was the only computer
using UNIX able to support the
number of students that would be
using the computer at the same
time, he said.

UNM owns two VAX 11/780
computers. One is used for research
by engineering and math professors
and the other one is used by
engineering students.
The VAX used for research has
been operational for about a year,
Moler said. The VAX the students
used became operational this
semester, Moler said.
The VAX used for research costs
$300,000 and the one used by
students, $400,000.
The computers were bought with
money allocated to UNM by the
state through the engineering and
science bond issue.
Moler said, the IBM 3031 is still
the main computer used on campus. The College of Engineering,
the
Anderson
School
of
Management, the College of
Education and the College of Arts
and Sciences use the IBM 3031
computer~

Test Reveals Student's Interests
similarity to the typical interests of
men and women in a variety of
occupations, she said.
The Interest Inventory is given
ilot only to students, but also to
men and women who are already
employed and are happy and
successful in their jobs, she said.
The results of a student's Interest
Inventory can then be cornpared to
those of a successful worker to
dctermii1e whether the student'•
personality and interests might be
suitable to that occupation,
The second test, the Major·
Minor Finder, is designed to help
students decide what courses to
take and what to declare as a major
and a minor, Park said.
"The Major-Minor Finder gives
people an idea of what direction to
lean in," she said.

Park said the test began to be
administered in May.
Since then, five students have
taken the Major-Minor Finder and
14 the Strong-Campbell Interest
Inventory.
She said sophomores and juniors
usually benefit more frorn taking
the tests than freshmen,
"The people who get the most
help from these tests arc those,. vho
have· already explored different
areas of study," she said.
She said anyone is welcome to
take the tests, which are offered
free ..
Students interested in either lest
should call Park at 277·4621 or go
to the Advisement Center, Ortega
Hall, Roorn 201.
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A Betty Carter Lesson On Jazz: What It Is, What It Isn't

Gabriel Yardage Bright Spot
Steve King

Huy Abeyta

"Scat singing is good training, it
trains your ear to be in tune and to
The New Mexico Jazz Workshop hear different changes," she said.
and Popejoy Hall will be presenUng But scat wasn't enough, Carter
an evening of the real stuff, (Jazz. wanted to sing lyrics, and in '51,
with a capital J), this Sunday at 8 she left the Hampton Orchestra to
p.m. The artists for the evening will strike out on her own.
When the 60's rolleq around,
be none other than Betty Carter anc:!
changed
again,
her three-piece band with Khalid directions
drastically; with the advent of the
Moss - piano, Curtis Lundy bass and Lewis Nash- drums.
Bealles and the shift to free form
Now this ain't no jazz confusion, jazz and soul, be-bop was in the
Betty Carter got her start 30 years same situation that swing was 15
ago when be-bop was king. She years ago. Convinced of the validity
worked with Lionel Hampton's of be-bop as a form that could
Orchestra from 1948 to 1951, where endure the transience of fashion,
she cut her musical teeth on scat Carter persisted. In the past 20
and learned to write and arrange years she had developed a unique
music. Hampton's emphasis at the and consistent approach to the beLime was in transition, swing was bop and jazz sound. And the
old school and change was in the audience was there to appreciate it.
Undeniably one of the greats of
air. Feeling somewhat restrained by
Hampton's directions, Carter knew jazz, Betty Carter has established
that her capabilities were broader herself and her music in the hearts
than she was given credit for,
and ears of the world. Sunday's

PEACE CORPS
SPECIALIZES IN
CONSTRUCTIVE
CHANGE.
Bndges. roads. tmgatton systems. school:>. health
cltntcs-whalever our Thtrd World hosts need And to
help !hem w1th these prowcts. we need tratned engt·
neers and archttects To help leach tndustrtal destgn.
prepare development plans. supervtse on·stte person·
nel. Butld a future

REPS ON CAMPUS TODAY THRU FRIDAY
SENIORS/GRADS: Sign up NOW for Placement interviews,
2nd floor, Mesa Vista Hall.
INFO BOOTH: STUDENT UNION

performance is by no means a
historical
representation of an
academic musical form. This'll be
jazz on the move, the way it is, and
not the way it was.
I talked to Carter by telephone
Friday afternoon. I
made
arrangements to have someone with
a more extensive background in
jazz do the interviewing, but things
fell through when I missed my
appointment with the interviewer.
After about half-an-hour of intensive freaking out we finally
decided that it was up to our
versitile arts editor to do his stuff,
so here it is.
Ray Abeyta - Hello, is this
Betty Carter?
Betty Carter- Yeah.
R.A,- Hi, I'm calling from the
University of New Mexico's student
newspaper. I was supposed to call
you earlier but I kinda screwed
things up over here. I was going to
have someone with more of a
background talk with you but, I
blew it.
B.C. - Oh my goodness, you
mean you don't know a thing?
R.A.- Well I know a little, but I
was raised on the Beatles and the
Monkeys.
B. C. -Well so was everybody.
R.A. -Well I'm trying to learn,
and I'm real interested, so you want
to go ahead and try it?
""
B. C. - Well, listen, what can I
Jose?
R.A. - O.K. well let's start.
You're coming to New Mexico for
the first time, right?
B.C.- Oh boy, yes.
R.A.
(Uncertain silence)
You've made it as an artist with out
any industry backing, putting out
your own records on your own
label.
B.C. - That's right, I have my
own label, Bet-Car Records.
R.A. - Another thing, I've
heard that you just recently performed at the White House. l was
wondering how you feel about that.
Oo you think that a performance
like that is an indication that jazz
has finally found an establishment
acceptance, or do you feel that it's a
form of tokenism?
B. C. - Well the performance
was a tribute to Lionel Hampton
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The UNM Division of Dennatology and the Student Health Center need vohmteers
with acne to help determine the effectiveness of n new topical antibiotic treatment.
Patients must be available for examination ery other Saturday morning starting
September 26 (through December 19). Patients should not be taking antibioticS or
corticosteroids.
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"There's no place like home!"
That applies to the New Mexico
football team as they return for a
three week stint at University
Stadium. The 0-3 Lobos have been
plagued with slow starts from an
offensive team which boasts Robin
Gabriel's average of 264 yards per
game, the seventh best total offense
average in the country.
Lobo Coach Joe Morrison said,
"Robin has kept us in the ball
games when it looked like we would
fall apart. In the Texas Tech game,
Robin got us out of some of the
holes that their punter (Maury
Buford) put us in."
Singer Betty Carter.

for the foundation and music
school in his name, and because
he's a Republican and he helped
Reagan get elected. They invited
him and all of his friends, and at
one time I used to be one of his
vocalists. Lionel is one of the
musicians who's still around doing
things, everybody else is either dead
or out of the business. I was invited
because of that and not because
Ronald Reagan thinks I'm the
greatest jazz singer in the world. Do
you know who Lionel Hampton is?
R.A. - Well, I know him by
name, and some of his music.
B.C.- Yeah, well just by name,
I didn't expect you to know who he
is because a lot of people don't.
Like you say most of the young
people like you are geared up for hit
records, and a lot of people don't
know he exists because if you don't
have a hit record it's like the music
doesn't exist.
R.A. -That's something that's
always been interesting to me,
because much of my exposure to
music has been through AM and
.FM radio, and it becomes a matter
of who they chose to play, who's
marketable, who's popular, who
has that potential for mass appeal.
There's a lot of interest in jazz but
it doesn't get the air play.
B. C. - Well, the major record
companies do not think that jazz is
a marketable item. Jazz makes up
maybe eight to 10 percent of the
total record sales. Right now those
sales are down even lower, but
that's because record sales are
down in general and the record
lrtdustry at this point is not really
encouraging jazz.
B. C. - As an art form jazz is
very time
consuming, it's
something you can't do overnight,
you have to spend time with it to
develop it and be creative with it.
R.A. - One of the problems
with that, for me, is a question of
jazz as a live art form. There's a
certain quality to jazz that comes
across in live performance that's
lost in the transition to the
recording process.
8. C. - Not really lost, a lot of
the older records have been released
again, you see I'm not talking
about the new jazz, fusion or
manufactured jazz where you go
into the studio for about six months
and make. These older recordings
were dorte live, and today most
people don't want to record live.
They want to mix a11d record later.
Consequently you don't have that
spontaneity, so when you hear a

live performance it does sound
different. It's supposed to. It
shouldn't sound the same every
time you hear it. If you buy a
record by a commercial artist and
you like the songs, when you see
them live you want to hear those
songs the way they were on the
record. But jazz shouldn't be like
that, it's too limiting.
R.A. - Well, the aspect of
commercial, or financial backing,
for the arts is something that's very
important to any artist. The case
here in Albuquerque is that you
have a large population of artists
living and working in an area where
the audience is often times skeptical
and reluctant. The economy of New
Mexico is very low budget in
relation to the number of people
who can do the job. Consequently,
you have this large number of
artists who are not being paid for
the professionals that they are, so
that it becomes a labor of love.
B. C. -Well, that's the way it is,
and certainly that's the way it was
for me, and it is a labor of love. I
mean if it is a labor of love and not
a labor of money you have to keep
working at it in the hopes that some
day you will get to the point where
you will be paid for what you do.
Believe me, it's about patience, and
you hang in there long enough until
someone does recognize you and
move you ahead. You have to be
consistent and not give up, that's
the key thing. Don't give up, cause
if you love it, it'll pay off. That's
the reason people don't want to
record jazz, because it's slow. I've
been in the business 33 years, and
I'm just beginning to reap the
benifits of it. I mean all these years
I've been able to live, and raise a
family, but I've just started really
making money. This has only been
within the last five years, and now
it's at the point where 1 can go
downtown and buy anything I
want. And all those years I was
doing it, 1 loved it. I had a lot of
support from people who loved
what I was doing, and I figured if
they like it so much, maybe I should
keep on doing it. I also had a lot of
people asking me why I didn't go
commercial, and the idea of going
commercial disgusted me. I knew if
I felt that way about it, there was
no sense in me changing. I might as
well stick with whatl'm doing. And
it paid off. I'll tell any young
person, if you're in love With what
you do, stay with it. It may take a
long time but eventually it'll pay
off.

Save alife today, When you donate plasma for the rust time at Yale
Blood Plasma Inc. you can redeem this coupon for an additional $5.00.
Call for information 266·5729. Abstain from heaVy or fried foods 4
hours prior to donating. Student or military I. D. required.

AU or any portion of your donors
fee can be donated to the
Gabe Nava Memorial Scholarship Fund.

122 YALE S.E.

YaleBioodPlasmalnc.122YaleS.E.
Just south of.McDonalds . Yale & Central
Offer Good Until Sept. 30, 1981

Lobo quarterback Robin Gabriel gets wrapped up during the Texas Tech game, but his 264 yards per
game ranks him seventh in the nation in total offense. New Mexico begins a three·game home stand
this week against the Air Force.

Ballet • Modern Dance • Jazz • Tap

Athletes Miss Full Week of Class
To Play Against Best in Nation
Greg Lay
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Ten University of New Mexico
students are playing volleyball in
California this week.
Vacation-like images of beaches
and bikinis, however, do not fit the
facts, which are that a respected
college athletic squad is taking one
of the toughest road trips scheduled
in the nation this year.
The I 0 students will play II
games in eight days against the best
volleyball teams in America. The
trip was scheduled because New
Mexico wants to gain national
recognition, and they've got a
chance to play several teams that
already have it by spending the
week in California.
The trip fits the athletic
philosophy of the university, but
teeters on the brink of academic
insult in the minds of some instructors. "The majority (of
professors) try to accomodate
(traveling athletes), while others get
very frustrated and are not as
helpful as they might be,'' admits
Tom Brennan, who is in charge of
academic advisement for UNM
athletes.
"There arc some professors who
are very concerned," Brennan said,
"and I would say it is a legitimate
area for concern. That's a lot of
time to miss."

continued. "It is university policy
for the school to accomodate the
student if he or she lets the instructor know about the absense in
advance. That's for anybody i.n an
official university activity, not just
athletics."

#1 UCSB TONIGHT!
The Lobo volleyball team
plays the top-ranked college
team in America at 7:30 tonight,
facing University of California
at Santa Barbara.
UNM
beat
Pepperdine
Monday night in three straight:
18-16, 15-3, 15-9.
Scheduling like the week-long
volleyball trip concerns Brennan.
"I don't think it's a good idea,'' he
admits, "but it's just more practical. There are financial considerations, and you can't go to
California just for a weekend
tournament, but this sounds like an
excellent trip. You try to be
practical and judicious in one area
and it pulls away from another

area.''

"It is tough on the student and
the faculty member,'' he said. "But
sometimes an athlete really gets
caught in between a coach and a
teacher."
The concern has been about
All schedules must be approved
athletic absence in general, with no by the UNM Athletic Council,
special attention to the volleyball which has several faculty members.
team. In fact, Brennan remarked, They have recently toughened their
"Volleyball tends to get above- stance against scheduling during
closed and final exam weeks, but
aven:tge students."
"The real problem is when the still consider road trips during the
student misses a test,'' Brennan first 14 weeks of the semester on a

case-by-case basis.
Volleyball coach Mike Hebert
considers a trip like this "a positive
experience for the student." He was
a college professor himself for six
years, and has a Ph.D. in political
philosophy. "I never felt that
excursions hurt. I counseled my
students, if they got a chance for a
special trip, to do it. It is something
they'll retain longer than Jbat
week's class work."
But as a one·time professor, he
sees both sides of the picture .
"When the professor takes the job,
nobody says that there will be eight
students gone to Ohio in the middle
of the semester. It requires positive
compromise."
Hebert said that the athletic
program has several ways of
counteracting the effects of missed
classes, including study halls and
tutoring. ''I've proctored exams
during a road trip, too," he said.
Trips that require the student to
miss five days of classes will never
be taken lightly by the school
authorities, but they will continue
to happen as long as financial
considerations limit traveL
And the bottom line may be that
student-athletes Who take those
trips will remember the week they
played the top teams in the country
for many years after they've
forgotten the answers to mid-term
exams.

This Week in Sports at UNM
Jntranwral ihform:nion: 277·5151,

JC!hn~on

Gym

i"OOtl1'230,
1'1du~t infotmatioh: 277~2116, SE<:ornl!t l.Jnivl!tsity
Arena .
To Usr <:vents, ddi1w'er infcmnation lo Marron Hall
Thur~tln)'

or the

prc:cecding

week,

Gabe Nava Memorial Scholarship Fund

Air Force will be here for the 7
p.m. home opener on Saturday.
The Falcons run a wishbone of·
fense, which might bother the Lobo
defense. Defensive coordinator Joe
Lee Dunn feels that inconsistency
and allowing big plays are the main
concern for UNM, which has given
up an average of 469 yards a game.

Sports Commentary

room IJS by noon on

$5.00 BONUS

YALE BLOOD PLASMA

Gabriel has been taking a licking
after he throws the ball, but has
remained cool while looking for
receivers Jerry Apodaca, Carl
Foster and Keith Magee.
Apodaca, a senior from Santa
Fe, has eight catches with one
touchdown and an average. of 21

yards per catch.
Magee, a junior speedster, has a
team leading~ II receptions with one
touchdown and .an average of 20.1
yards per catch. He is also New
Mexico's nominee for WAC offensive player of the week.
The Lobo running game is
averaging 60,7 yards a game, but
Michael Johnson looked good in
his brief appearance against Tech,
gaining nine yan!s on his first carry.
Johnson left the Tech game with a
sore back, but he's the man that
Morrison would like to have in the
backfield. Morrison noted, "If
Mike (Johnson) can go, we'll use
him Saturday,"

Tut~day,Stpt. 22
VBn;ltlo· V(JIIe)'hall: UNM nr Univ. dt Califotnla·
Salllrl Oarbara.
J.'o1:.tbail TicketS: Students may ~iek up tickets (of
Ihe UNM·Air Fc:Jtcc gnmc today in the SUll. ActivitY
card or blod:.scatffHl coupon ,reeded.

Atehl'r)' &: Vulli!-ybliiB Intrt1murnl sigll•Up deadline.

Voluntern rM Youth: Organltaiionnl meeting of
the N('AA Voluntcct~ for Yowh 'l'rognun, 7 1).1'11,,
llokorm Hall lounge. Fdr inforrt1a!ion, call242-5470.
Wcdnc!nhiJ, Sepc.ll
Vrirr.lcy Vullc}·ball: lJNM (J( Hniv. of Cnlifmrlia al
San f UI~Obio;po.
FnillhRII 'rJc)(et'!; ( tm J.l,lY tn pick Ufl Air f·<ncc
~amctrLkcl<o <AI Still with ~111dcnt rl).
TI11Jt:otilny, .'Jcm. t4
'tnllcyhult: tJN~'f at Stallfotd
Atchl'r)· & Vallcyhnil; lnttllmutal l'ttrtJdpal1! nnd
filat'l<!l>,.i.'r met>! mg. Jo~1r1m11 C!ym room 154,4 p.m.
hr~lly

l'rlday, Sept. 25

Varslly VOIIh·billi: UNM at San Jose State
ftivit:~tiotlal, vs. Texas at 4 p.rn,, vs. Pad ric at 6 p.m.,
vo;,, f'cpp!rdinc al S p.m. {f'acific Daylighl Time).
lllke Hare: Pre•tacc entries due at intramural office
lor· .Second Annual Lowcnbrau Bike Race ort Sunday.
Saturday, Sept. 26
V~~rsily ~·ooibail: UNM vs, Air Force Academy,
1:~0 p,tn., UnivcrsityStadlum. Parcnu• Day.
Vanlcy Sonllall: lJNM vs. New Mc~ico State, 2
f1.m. at Lobo field. doubleheader.
\'ursli}' Volltyball: UNM at San Jose State
lnvitalh:ir!al, rlnal round.
Mtn'!i Var,;ti}' CroSS-COuntry: New Mexico Stale
here.
Archttll hltramural Tournament at John!Orl Grm
f1clcl~.

Sunday. ~cpt. ~7

Vat~!lly Snflball:: t:NM 'li'>. Nev. Mc:(ica State. 10
a.m. at I .obo lichf. (.if)ublch~aticr.
Illite Hal:'t': Alt1uquerquc - (ioldt:-n 22.6 m1lc 1)1kc
rau: ~pnmorcd lly t'NM lnttamurttl\ and 1.(1\H'fl·

bt;HJ_ t'hc,k·ltl '7:)0 a.tn idttddin Hotel< r<t~e he-girt~
!!CR:10a.m.
Vllnil)' \0 ullc)bDifl I obo~ tdurn rMm c:mrorma
mp, '1 .fll p.m .• t\lhuqucrque Airport.

J

ill

Instructors:
Oma Sandoval, NEA Dane~ Movement
Specialist
Alan Baker, TV Director BBC, NBC.
Artistic Director "Balet Nacional de
Venezuela", Faculty UNM Theatre Arts.

821 Mountain NW

842-0972

1981
STATE FAIR
SPECIALS
ALL BOOTS UP TO

50°/o
off

We Carry All Name Brands

4 DAY BOOT DISCOUNT
255-3633
5019 Menaul 1 blk West of San Mateo

Open Wed. Thur., Fri. & Sat. Only
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HAI'l'Y JIIIITI!DA Y HELEN from the Lobo staff,
9/22
DEPRESSION/STIU;ss GROtH'. Information 256·
JSSJ,
9128
BINm:.Ei\TING/WEIGHTcontrol, 256·1553,
9/28

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising

2. Lost & Found

Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition,
Open 8:00a.m. until 5:09 Mon. thru. Fri.
In Marron Iiall Room 131 or by 1nail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87i31.
Rates: 17(.' per word or uc pe1· word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.
Pin~""

nm tiK> followmg a<l tnder lclrclo <nel

P!,'rson<~ls,

Lost & Found, Se!v1ces, Housing, For Sale, ~mployment, Travel, Miscellaneous, Las Noticias.

STOU:N, FIV~; BOXES of computer programs from
locker at Computer Center, l)undayafternoon. Name
on Programs is Shontze. Reward. 294.5297,
9/28
FOUND! FRENCH TEX'I'IIOOK in Marron Hail.
Claim at Marron Hall, Rm. 131.
tfn
LOS'!' IN MITCHELL Hall: Key~ on brass Jeans
Ring. Lo&~ Sepl. 1~. Pleasecall277-4083,
9/28
FOUNI> A PAIR of glasses between tennis cauns and
pool. Identify and claim In Marron Hall Room 131.
9125

I FOUND YOUR RINGS at the Honors Center. Call
me for their return B. Shwartz266-1375
9/25
FOUNJ) I,D. CARI>S of A,L. Comi, behind FEC.
Identify and claim at Campus Police.
9/23
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m, dally,
tfn

3. Services
A· I TYPJST-TERM papers, Resumes 299·8970,
9/30
GU.ITAR U:SSONS: ALL styles. Marc's Guitar
Studio, 265·331 5,
trn
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English MAleditor.
Several years' experience typing dlsserta.tions, papers.
90 wpm, Editing a~ailable. (Mint>r corrections free!)
10M Selectric. 265·9550.
9/22
MATil STATISTICS TUTORING 268-0491. 9/24
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED TYPIST: college
work,rcsumes,lranscrlbing. 294·0167,
lOll
I'ER~'ORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead S.E.
(Just eas1 of Yale Ave,) 256·1061 or 165·3067, Laura
llrown·Eidcr, Direcror, Classical Ballet, Jau, Tap,
Exercise classes, Children, teens and adults.
I 0/2
FAST ACC<JRATETYPJNG. Typeright, 2~5·5203,
10/2
CAI.I.l43·3585 ANYTIME f'OR Inexpensive foreign
language tutoring or private in!trUctlon. Spanish,
French, Portuguese. Mark Frobose B.A.. M.A.
Jang11agcs.
9/30
VW REPAIR SERVICE Tune ups, brakes, electrical.
Engiue rebuilding, experienced m~hanic, reasonable
rates. 344.0212.
9/28
I'IIOFF-SSIONAL RESUMF.S. 265-9081
10/S
TYI'ING 111M SELECTRIC, 268·7002.
9/24

Enclosed Please fmd $

1. Personals
TilE STlliU:NT VETERAN'S Asrociation will hold
their fim tncctlnsScpt. 22, 1981, 7 p.m. In the Child
Care Coop. Guest Spenkcrs include Mayor Rusk,
<'ounciltnun Marion Cottrell and former Mayor
Harry Kinne~.
9122
ACCURAn; IN.'ORMATION ABOUT can·
rracepflon, steriliz~tlon, abortion. Right to Choose.
tfn
2940171.
IIIORIIYl'IIM, COMI'LKH: INFOilMATION.
C'otnputemed chtuu. Do it yourself tit. Take charge
and full advantage Qf your Physical, Emotional
b~nlitlvity) and lnte11eclualener$Y cy~le.~. Send $3.95
with llirthdnte. P.S.I. Biorh)'lhm Service, 490
Mmlctoe Avenue, Bosque Farms, N.M. 87068. J0/2
PREGNANCY TESTING&. COUNSELING. Phone
247·9819.
tfn
I'ASSI'OIIT AND IDENT!t'ICATJON photos. 3 for
SS.S0 1 ! Lowest prices In town! Fast, pleruing, near
UNi\t ('aU 265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
N.E.
trn
('IIINI'-~E llltFH:T. CIIEAI' All you can eat. Lunch
$3.00, SIIJ'pcr $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jat>-Jao's
Pl~cc, 5000 Central Ave. S.E.
tfrt

·~·r·~~t~\
l
1

CITY

-

SPECIAL

1 slice of cheese pizza
and a large soft drink
for $1.00 plus tax 9/21 - 9/27
127 Harvard SE-

1/2 bl. south of Central

CONl'ACTS·POLISIIING;. SOi.Utli:>NS Casey
Optical Company on lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WF. DOT I>ISTRIDUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (lennon styles), gold
rimless. S54.SO (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N,E .. across fromla Belles.
tfn
RAINBOWS ANI> Rt:CORDS nrc fun tu give,
Rainbow Place, SSS Wyoming N,E., 9·6, M·Sat, 255·
5222,
9/24
FOUNTAIN Of' JAZZ wilh Govinda. September
23rd at SUB. Fount~ln fratn U:OOAM It> 1:00PM,
admission free.
9/23
CliRIS·WIIEN Wll,l. you come to your senies? I
want you!.
9/22
Ri\CIIAt:L: JIANG IN TIIERE I'm willing to help
anytime. Terry,
9/22
fREE CO!I/Ct:RT SATURIMY 26th 12:00·5:00pm.
Three bands, food, refreshments nl North Johnson
Field. Sponsored by SUB Entertainment, 94 Rock
and UNM lnrrnmurnls.
9/2S
IIII,I.IARD TOURNAI\U:NT, VALUABU: prizes
awarded, lnrerested? Sign up at the SUB Games
Area. lower level of Student Union Bldg.
9125
TIIA!'iK YOU TO whomever returned my lost l<eys
found by the Duck Pond. You saved me.
9/22
REWARIJ! I.OST BLACK eat near Cornell/Coal.
Male-neutered cat. Collar/tag. Please call 2~6-3466,
2~8-2546.
9128
J,A'ft: NIGHT HAPPY hour tonight at Ned's, 10·11
p.m., 2 for l drinks, featuring the Planets, 4200
Ccn~ral S.E.
9/22
IJRINKING PROBLEM? SANCI'UARY A.A.
Group holds . closed discussion meetings FOR
ALCOHOLICS ONLY ~tl Canterbury Chapel, 425
University, N.E.: Monday, 8 p.m., Hall, Tuesday,
Thursday, 12 noon. Library.
9/28

Covered
Wllrago.n

4. Housing
FOR RENT; EFFICIENCY apartment, $180/mo.,
all urilitics paid, Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry facilities. For more information contact
rc5ident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 266·8392, 2SS·
62S6,or898·7SI7.
tfn
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or cfnciency, froiD $205. All Utilhie.s paid. Dclu~c
kilchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE, 243·2494. tfn
LAII<it: FOUR IIEDROOM, two bath, furnhhed
9124
house, one block to UNM SSOO, 268.0525.
ONE BLOCK UNM Deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment, twin or double beds, S231i includes
utililies, 268·0525, Varsity House, 141 ColumbiaS.E,
lOll
liOUS.:MATE WANTt:D: IIOOM and kitchen
privilege.! In quiet, non·smokcr house, close lo UNM.
S90/tnonlh plus V. utilities. 255·3340 after6 p.m.
9/22
J,ARGE TWO UEI>ROOl\1 duplex: furnished,
fireplace, built•ln bookcases, Wood noors. $200, near
downrown and buslines. 243·6017, 8•11 p.m. Prefer
grad students. No children or pets.
9/22
n:MALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 2bdrm. apt. SISO covers utilities. No dogs. Upp<r
classmen preferred. 2SS-4439 or 277-4211.
9/22
ROOM PlUS STUI>Y for tent, kirchcn privileges,
female, qulel neighborhood, ncar Carlisle and
Constitution, $130/mo. plus 11 utilities, 883-8866 or
265·9269.
9/24
WANTED IIOUSEMATE WJTII one child or tWo
women to share ht>meln N.E. Maggie 844·9496 nlghls
29!1-6151
9/26

New & Out-of-Print&oks
NM the We:;t&AdobeSpecialists
CHAMISA BOOKSHOP
l602CENTRAL S.E.• NEAR UNJV. Br.vo.
OPEN: l•5PM, M-S~T, PH. 243-3100
We &arch & Special Order

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO\iyN

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified adverttsement in the New Mexico Dally Lobo
~~ times(s) beginning
.. under the headrng (crrcle
one): 1. Personals; 2. lost & Found; 3. Serv1ces; 4. Housrng· 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel. 8. MISCellaMous

ROOMMATE NEEDEI> NON SMOKER to sh~r~ 4
Contact 1'eri at ~~4·031 5 early
mornings or evenings,
9/25
LARGE TWO UEilROOM furnished apartment
three bl9c.ks from UNM. $360 includes ~tililies, Quiet
responsible tenants desired: no children, no pets. 344·
7350
9/2S
ON~; 81\I>ROOM AP,\.RTMENT wilh garage, Near
UNM, hospitals and TVI $155.00 268·7218
9/25
t'I\MA!•.E ROOMMATE TO SHARE large 2
bedroom near mountains. Caii292-246S.
9125
RESPECTABLE •• 1\MALE UOUSEMATE to share
J·bdrm., 2 bAth house, 5 min. walk from UNM, $160
plus utilities, 243-l912.
9/24
WANTED, ROOMMATE TO share 3 bdrm, 2 bath
furnished house near UNM, $165 per month in·
eluding utililies. free rent 'till October I Call255-2855
or 883-4971.
9/28
FEMALE ROOMMATE: TO share two bedroom
apartment three blocks from UNM. $135 Includes
utilities, 266-8384,
·9/28

N~;Eil EXTRA CASH'/ Teach a class through
Freedom University. Call26$·4286 or drop by l05'h
9123
Dartmouth S.E, Mon·Fri., 12:~0-6:JQ.
Pi\.RT·TIM.E ATTENI>ANT wanted for
quadrapicgie, will train, call266·1894 (afler 5), 9124
WORK STUIJY NEEDED at Biomedical Communication. Graphic Assistant, Knowledge of layout
technique, charts and graphs. Contact Patricia
Jensen; 277-3633.
9125
MAU~ STUDENT INTERESTED In working nights.
Pleasecall243-2758 ask forHenrY•Tody,
9125

b~droom ap~runent.

7. Travel
DURANGO FUNDANGO·-ENJOY the aspeneade
on lhe "Silverton Train" on October 2,3,5. Only
$70.00 with the Student Travel Center, Call277-2336,
9/25
GOING TO WASIIINGTON, J).C, Baltimore area,
September 28 or 29, w;.nt female to share driving and
expenses. Tanya, 255-9108.
9/24
<;OING SOMEWHERE? ADVt:llTISE in the daily
lobo.
tfn

5. For Sale
CLASSIC ..J\l(il RAMBLER, 20 m.p.g. E~ceU.
lranspu, Brian 242·8798, 344-1036, best offer, lOIS
1974 DATSUN 11-210 4-door, rebuilt engine. new
tires, good shape, S1200, might talk, 277·4970, 9/28
ONE WAY TICKET to New York. Call 277-3974.
9125
YAMAHA 200 STREET electric start, S325 call265·
1057 or 277-3806.
9/25
1981 liiANEZ ELECTRIC and 75 Watt Yamaha
amp. Both In top condition, $300 ea~h or $550
together, 268.0559.
9/24
1976 IIONDA ACCORD, 62,000 miles, 296·3323·
~m
W24
1979 TOYOTA CELICA, 23,500 miles, great con·
dition, 296·3323,
9/24
1971 HONPA 450. Excellent condition, adult owner,
$550, 242·2467-kcep trying.
9124
1971 HONI>A 90Cl. Trail Bike $275,00, 2300 miles,
265-1030
9/23
1971 CHEVY Vt:GA Body damaged but only 10,000
miles ()n rebuilt engine.$2SO.OO 242-1869.
9123
1969 VW BUS, new epgine and tires 7,000 miles ago.
Great paint, body and interior. JUSI under $2000,
247-14201243.1827.
9/22
JANSPORT BACKPACK, BIIAND new, Doesn't
fit, will sell at loss. Cai1268·1126.
9122
CENTURION DICYC.I.ES ON sale, Prompt, expm
repairs, 10% off on parts and accessories on Fridays,
Harvard Bike HOU!e, 137 HarvardS.E,, 2SS·88Q8.
9125
Wt; BOT OISTRIIIUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (l.ennon styles), gold,
rimless, $54.50 regular 565.00 Pay less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N.E. across from La Belles.
tfn

PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work friday and Saturday nights. M~st be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Sa>·eway liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn

THE TROPHY CASE
Specializing in recognizing
PL,\QU~;S

JtlllUONS

g

MEDAI,S
BU'M'C'NS
CUST(JM D~;SIGN

3009 Aztec N.E. 884-1114

6'u/u.JN., $}11to

~ ' %u/!J' gu,
Iff_~.....·_/ .If_ ... _

~

9. Las Noticias
I

Need Auto
Insuranc·e?
••1 Callthe 1
; Sp~cialists •.

•

lnsur~ your car with thel
I
company you can depend ,
on and enjoy these great I

1
I

t:"r:~ down

·I

·

Call or visit today for

I

1611 Carlisle Blvd. SE
(Carlisle & Gibson)

,

.~~:~..,.
,.n10tbi0114:ATtA

Coli :1611•7023

•

...

. . . ~1.,

11' per word per day for five or more consecutive days

~ '7>~\. ~\~~ -o:
\'0- ~

Marron Hall., R<>om 131
1 Hf'llt'l't'IIIHolo~y

olftl]mlrlltrliNIII at 1 ah• ;!.· Rl•dollthll

1

1
•

I

1

-

-~

INSURANCE COM PAn

I CROSSWORD PUZHER
ACROSS
1 European
ITIOll'ltains
5 Despot
9CrO'Mf
12 Edible root
13 Danish Island
14 Native metal
15Exerclse
171nnate
19 Excusable
21 Rage
22 High cards
24 Niton s)'I'Tlbol
25Vessels'
planking
26Number
27 Cubic meters
29 French article
31 Explosive:
Abbr.
32 Pronoun
33 And: Latin
34 Edible seed
35 Guido's low
note
36 Finches

3 Forestall
4 Painful spots
5Tantalum
symbol
6Lawmaking
body

Answer to Saturday•s Puzzle

7 Asian sea
8Decay
9Eel

10 Algerian port
11 Strap
16 Thoron sym-

bol
18Vases

20BurY
22Aieutian
Island

23Coln
25Deposits

37 Small Islands

sop

27 Pintail duck

39 Cozy corners 45 While

28 RenoVate
29Meadows
30 Direction
34Moderate
36Juncture

4110th Presldent
42 Mast
43 Faithful
44 The sweet•

42 Portico
44 Forever
46Advance

(>00..., ;:-~'-·

I
I
1

·~•_CUP&SAVE ......

title
39 Born
40 COrl1pooS pt.
41 Trial

17' per word, $1.00 minimum charge

I

Cr1•ter1on
• 1
X:.

1

38 Ethiopian

,I\\.

I

payments
I • Money-saving
•
deductibles
1 • Affordable pay1 ment plans
1 • Counttywide
I
claim service

~ ) .I• : a.. fre.e 265-5695
ra. t·e. quotation. . I•

./Y.J(U'('.«U/ .,/V'Ci6

J'~a
-tT"'

MEJ)IC ALERT BADGE/Army dog ta~s • Custom
print, vital mcdical1nformatloo, -allergles, emergency
telephone- anything. From $3.25. Kaufman's, n real
Army-Navy Store, 504 Yale S,E., .256-0000.
9128
EIGHT WEEK OLD kilt ens ready for adoption, 299·
1747.
9/22
CITY LEAGUE NEEIJS women soccer or
fieldhoc~e,Y players. Pra~tice T, W or Til, Johnson
Field, 5:30, More information 265·1470. Keep trying.
9/22

•

6. Employment

TROPIIIES

8. Miscellaneous

48 Skid
51 Diving bird
52 Apollo's

mother

54 Redact
55 Legal mat-

ters
56 Actual belng
57 Rockfish

DOWN
1 COnsUmed
2 Loose

'

47 Spanish
cheer
49 Noise
50 Greek letter
53 Diphthong

I

